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Antennas direct clearstream 2max

Crystal clear, high-definition signals, right out of the box! With almost no installation, this antenna has a unique, integrated dip reflector for reliable, multipolignano UHF and VHF reception. No other antenna can match its performance in such a compact form. Ideal for suburban and rural areas. It includes a 20-inch stand, mounting hardware, adjustable clamp
and table mounting stand. Обхват: 60+ мили Размери: 17Д x 9.25W x 3.75D с удължен дипол 31.25W Тегло: 1,10000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Усилване: UHF 8.7 dBi и VHF 2.6 dBiConnector: 75 ohm F-
конекторЦвят: BlackWarranty: Lifetime на частиВключва 20-инчова основна стойка, вътрешна основна стойка, регулируема мачовидна скоба и монтаж хардуерThe ClearStream 2MAX телевизори антена представлява пробив в напреднала антена технология, предлагащ както UHF, така и Hi-VHF честоти в компактна форма. With durable,
lightweight, premium materials for maximum performance, the ClearStream 2MAX antenna arrives fully assembled and includes an internal stand and a 20-inch mast, along with an adjustable clamp for simple and convenient installation. The proof is in the patented technologyShow is in the patented technology. The ClearStream MAX series is designed to
respond to a larger range of frequencies, with a wide beam angle, to capture signals from widely spaced radio stations without the need to rotate the antenna. Without requiring antenna installation, this antenna interrupts the setup time in half! It has distinctive style, high-performance advantages, and clearStream 2MAX has a range of 60+ miles, along with
special UHF and VHF multidirectional elements that provide range and acceptance in fewer than ideal locations. 2MAX is designed for indoor, attic and outdoor installations in suburban and rural areas where heavy sheets or roofing materials can reduce input. Install ClearStream 2MAX wherever you want: indoors, on the provided base stand, or install the J-
mount installation kit and mounting hardware and install on a wall, fascia, deck pole, or roof. Antennas Direct distributes its brand of high quality HDTV antennas to distributors and dealers throughout the United States. It is more convenient than ever to buy high quality Antennas Direct brand product both online and in retail stores. You can always buy
directly from Antennas Direct by shopping at our online store or choose from the options below to find a dealer or online store near you! Our antennas can be found in popular outlets including Best Buy, Walmart, Lowe's Home Improvement, BJ's Wholesale Club and Amazon. Use our interactive map to find an authorized Antenna merchant directly near you.
Antennas Directly from your home with one of our online retailers. Distributors that ship to Canada can also be found here! See our list of authorized antennas directly installers. Or view the antenna installation tips and if you want to install your antenna yourself. Website: 2MAXHours: Monday - Friday 9:00 a.m. Until 19:00 CST. Weekends 10:00 a.m. to 6
p.m. CST. Call free in the U.S.: 1-877-825-5572Same-Day delivery on most orders16388 Westwoods Business Park Ellisville, MO 63021 Call us today to ask us questions or fix technical issues. We are available during opening hours below: Monday-Friday: from 09:00 to 19:00 CST. Weekends 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. CST. 1-877-825-5572 Free in the United
States © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates We use the antenna indoors and works well. As with all antennas, it takes time to find the best place to maximize the channels. Be patient, use different length cables and find the best place in the room. We're in an apartment, so we can't drive it outdoors, but I guess we'il have even more stations if we
can. When buying, keep in mind that where you live and where you put the antenna when you get it dictates what stations you will get. We have taken great, clear pictures of all the major networks and their substations: ABC, ME TV, ION, CW, CBS, Antenna TV, FOX, NBC, COZI, and 4-5 religious stations in English and Spanish. All stations are completely
clean. Unfortunately, in our location, no matter how hard I tried, I could not take pbs station. If you don't already have a cable to connect from your kit to the antenna, make sure you buy one of the required lengths and keep in mind that attaching the cable also affects reception. Read the full reviewRepair purchase: Yes | Status: New Today Best ClearStream
2Max Internal/External HDTV Antenna Direct ClearStream... Antennas Direct® Clearstream™... Direct Antennas - ClearStream... Direct ClearStream antennas ... Go big or go home can be the antenna motto Direct ClearStream 2Max HDTV antenna. Its design makes a bold statement, but also contributes to its ability to lock in signals. The $80 2Max has a
price tag compared to similar performers, such as the $43 Mohu Leaf, but unlike competition, ClearStream 2Max is hard enough to withstand outdoor conditions. This is one of the best TV antennas we've reviewed, and our best selection for internal and external use. Design: The Big 8Max design is larger and more noticeable than typical flat internal antennas
that can stick to the wall. The ClearStream antenna stands upright like a large Figure 8 and has dipole antennas at the back that swing sideways and fasten in place. 2Max is rated to be harvested at stations 60 miles away, and is an implified antenna, so you don't have to place it near an electrical outlet. The package includes a table stand that we used.
There is also a J mounting mast and a clamp included with all necessary screws and bolts for Installations. Direct antennas does not include a coaxial cable to make it happen. Television is how much cable you need depends on your particular installation. (You can buy a 15-foot roller screen cable for less than $15 online.) Specifications Received offers:
44In entrance: 60 miles1080p reception: YesCable Length: N/ASize: 17.25 x 31.5 inchesResforming: Stable stationsFor our tests, we located on ClearStream 2 indoormax to gauge its performance from the same position in the New York City apartment we use to test other antennas for Tom's Guide. Since 2max does not have a coaxial cable, we used our
own secure, 6-foot cable to connect it. Pre-scan using our Samsung KS9000 4K TV tuner test found 56 stations. In our observation tests, 44 stations have entered clearly - strong performance. We determined that the rest were not viewed due to signal decay and distortion. All major network affiliates came clearly to resolution 1080i. Even the scales ABC
affiliate, which can be difficult to catch, was stable and clear. We've also been able to enjoy secondary channels, such as Films, which have released a neat imprint of Escape from New York. Other channels that often prove difficult to set up in, such as buzzr's retro game show station, come easily with ClearStream's ClearStream 2Max.Bottom Line may not
win aesthetic awards, but it's capable and built to handle outdoor installations. However, if you plan to keep the antenna indoors, there are cheaper models, such as the Moho Leaf, that perform just as well. Credit: Best ClearStream 2Max Internal/External HDTV Antenna Direct ClearStream... Antennas Direct® Clearstream™... Direct Antennas -
ClearStream... Direct ClearStream Antennas... ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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